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A prototype of a low cost and low power 10GHz Microwave Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave radar was
developed and tested in the Andean snowpack during the Austral winter of 2013 at three field locations; Chapelco Ski Resort-Argentina, Villarica Ski Pucon Resort-Chile, and Las Leñas-Argentina (Figura 1). A new generation of compact and low cost radars will make it easier for researchers to study snow at remote locations and to
deploy remote instrumentation in the field due to their low power requirements.
Figure 1: Field research locations.

Snow stratification is the natural result of weather variation, where temperatures, precipitation rate, wind, humidity, and many others factors interact to generate
snow layers with different densities, liquid water content, crystal size and type, impurities, and anisotropic or
isotropic properties. These layers typically result in
discrete interface with defined boundaries. The contrast
between these layers produces reflections of electromagnetic waves used in radars. Radar reflections are
based in the contrast of snow permittivity at various
layers, which is primarily affected by the available free
water, and snow density (Marshall et al. 2008) (Figure

2).
Figure 2: Snow stratigraphy from FMCW reflections.
Green color corresponds to radar signal, red to radar
reflection at the snow surface propagating through air
and blue to radar reflections from the snowpack contrasting layers.

Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave Radars used
by Boise State University Cryosphere team to conduct
snow stratigraphy research operate in the 4 to 25 GHz range. A low cost, low power, and compact FMCW Xband radar operating in the 10 GHz range was used for this study. The starting frequency for the prototyped
radar is 9.25 GHz, with a bandwidth of 1.5 GHz, and a linear sawtooth continuous wave sweep time of 100 ms.
The Austral winter of 2013 was characterized relatively high isothermal levels in Northern Patagonia, inclusive
of Chapelco and Villarica, and a shallow snowpack in the Mendoza region, where Las Leñas is located. Two
field days of the campaign occurred immediately after significant rain in snow events, with one at Villarica, the
other at Chapelco.
Density, amount of liquid water, as well as temperature and hardness profiles were recorded. The amount of
liquid water was estimated with a Denoth snow capacitance meter, which combined with density data allows to
independently compare the estimates of snow permittivity based on FMCW radar analysis for the conditions
observed this year in the Andes.
Table 1 provides an example of the study results to be presented at “XIX Congreso Geológico Argentino’.
These propagation velocities were used to contrast radar estimated free water in the snowpack with Denoth
measurements.
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Table 1: FMCW radar generated strratigraphy for Chapelco sno
owpack. Dista
ances between layers were
e recorded
using rad
dar reflections
s and validate
ed with field observations. Inversion tech
hniques were applied to ob
btain snow
propagation speeds an
nd permittivitie
es.

The reseearch campaiggn targeted contrasting geeographical lo
ocations to exxpose the low
w cost and lo
ow power
FMCW radar
r
system to
t challengingg conditions. The snow at these
t
locationns varied signiificantly in deensity and
free wateer content. Theese conditionss offered an iddeal field labo
oratory to test the
t prototype FMCW radarr.
In summ
mary, the radaar prototype operated
o
reliabbly during thee research cam
mpaign in thee Andes. No hardware
issues weere identified, suggesting thhat the use of these
t
low pow
wer and low coost microwavee transcievers are ready
for field use. The costt of the system
m prototyped is in USA$ 2000
2
range, making
m
this teechnology acccessible to
ke this portabble microwavee radar is imp
portant for
cryospheere, hydrologissts, and avalaanche researchhers. Tools lik
field reseearchers to esttimate snow water
w
equivaleent, and to mak
ke easier the generation
g
of snowpack straatigraphy.
The low power requirrements as weell as compactt design of th
he prototyped radar enabless deployment at remote
ground sttations.
The portable FMCW radar system developed byy Boise State University foor snow reseaarch weights 1.36 kilov
of 37440 cubic centiimeters. The complete
c
systeem consist off a radar chip, controller
grams annd occupies a volume
board, 155dB radar anteenna with wave guide, Rasspberry-PI com
mputer with LED
L
display aand Input interrface running linuux operating syystem. Radar scan data is trransferred to computers
c
for FFT processing via interneet.
The micrrowave FMCW
W radar protootype tested during
d
the 201
13 Austral wiinter in the Anndes is a rath
her unique
system at
a the time of this writing, that can be characterized
c
as a first for snow researcch due its low
w cost and
portabilitty. The protottype developm
ment was com
mpleted in June 2013 and teested promptlyy in the Andees. Results
from the South Ameriican campaignn allowed to develop
d
a seccond generatioon of even sm
maller and low
wer power
p
radaar systems opperating at 10 GHz and annother at 25GH
Hz are curren
ntly being
radar verrsions. Two portable
tested duuring the 2014 Northern Hem
misphere wintter. Results from these testiing will be preesented.
Marshall, H.P. y Koh, G.. 2008. FMCW radars for snow
w research, Cold Regions Science and Technoology, 52: 118–
–131 p.
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